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Abstract: Change and the growth of information technology, all aspects of human society have taken in the light of self. Human need, interest in using new technologies emerged as a dominant factor in their organizations and they will force to keep pace with the condition. Since the major factor in advances in information technology in the present world, is the need and necessity. This important, changed the methods and practices and have been transformed of paper-based systems to electronic information systems and software. Accounting and auditing profession, perhaps more than in other areas of financial knowledge have been disposable of Enjoyment and use of the facility is subject to the new environment. New environment recording and reporting of information, has created much effects in the efficiency and effectiveness of the auditing profession And the need to use information technology audit to be felt more than ever. Therefore, in this study, are followed to find the factors affecting on information technology audit quality. In order to, Standard questionnaire was used that test its validity before and also reliability 89% was measured. And results show that from the view of CPAs working in the audit institute and the audit organization, properly accountability of audit team and existence audit framework and process, business criteria and audit scope, auditability, planning and operations, access to resources, relationship with the entity and the business environment, affects IT audit quality.
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1. Introduction

The spread of information technology and the need for rapid access to detailed, relevant and timely, with minimum cost and maximum efficiency, Interest in using new technologies proposed as a dominant factor organizations and forcing them to keep pace with the condition. Need and necessity is main factor developments and technology in today's world, the need and necessity. This new wave and fast, have changed method of doing things, and the have been change from paper-based systems to electronic information systems and software. Accounting and auditing profession, perhaps more than other areas of financial knowledge, is exposed to enjoy resources of the new environment. New space for recording and reporting of information, many effects in efficiency and effectiveness of this practice has caused [34].

Thus, IT auditing, is one of the aspects of advances in technology in accounting and auditing, can be interpreted in two ways:

1. IT audit, that, The purpose of that , audit accounting information systems and other technologies that are used to collect accounting data as a manifestation of information technology.

2. IT audit, that can know to be used type of Audit software and use computer-based tools for auditing and auditors help. The second is to reduce Iran. Today, efforts to do this important work are in progress. It is hoped that this research addresses this issue, it's important to be able to solve and help this issue.

On the other hand, quality is determinant of audit function is a function of several factors such as: audit capabilities (including knowledge, experience, ability to adapt and technical efficiency) and professional performance (including independence, objectivity, professional care, conflict of interest and judgment). Structure of Audit quality is a multidimensional, but invisible, so it is very difficult to measure the quality, since many factors affect audit quality. The determination framework for identifying audit quality is the important issue [38].
benefit such as improvement of quality and auditor’s judgment, but the audit procedures, the auditor may need to consider the increasing efficiency and reducing cost of auditing and are completed [18]. The use of computer audit has great implementation, monitoring, and conducting audit procedures work and organizational goals are employed [27].

running time and place, and in the organizations with different audit is the process that Using the same steps and repeat the improving in a competitive situation. Given the above, IT order to assist auditors in the process of planning, application any system based on of information technology in which according that, of IT (Computer)audit, the proses of definitions of computer audit, is Williamson’s definition of Research

2. The Theoretical Basis and Background of Research

2.1. Information Technology Audit

When auditing the desired computer environments, the overall objectives and scope of audit work does not change, but the audit procedures, the auditor may need to consider the use of computers and information technology. One of the basic definitions of computer audit, is Williamson’s definition which according to that, of IT (Computer)audit, the proses of application any system based on of information technology in order to assist auditors in the process of planning, implementation, monitoring, and conducting audit procedures are completed [18]. The use of computer audit has great benefit such as improvement of quality and auditor's judgment, increasing efficiency and reducing cost of auditing and improving in a competitive situation. Given the above, IT audit is the process that Using the same steps and repeat the running time and place, and in the organizations with different workplace and organizational goals are employed [27].

2.2. Important Factors Affecting Audit Quality

Conceptual standpoint, there are three fundamental aspects of audit quality include inputs, outputs and the underlying factors. There is a lot input about audit quality separate from standard. For example, one of the most important personal characteristics auditors is the skill and experience of the auditor, the ethical values and way of thinking. Another important input is the audit process. Audit process refers to such as properly audit procedure, effectiveness of audit tools and convenient access to support technics. All of these cases are involved in audit quality. In addition, the audit outcomes also have a significant impact on audit quality because most stakeholders in their assessment of audit quality outcomes audit report are being addressed [45].

2.3. Audit Quality

Audit quality is defined in different ways. In Applied Literature, audit quality is often defined by the extent of their compliance with auditing standards. In contrast, researchers in accounting and auditing, have been addressed multiple dimensions of audit quality dimensions, this dimensions is often different definitions. Some of the most common definitions of audit quality include: market assessment of the likelihood that the financial statements contain material misstatement, and the auditor shall report the discovery of misstatement [13] likelihood that auditor into the financial statements is likely to contain material misstatement has issued unqualified reports fails Palmerose (1988)[43] defines audit quality in terms of the degree is accredited auditor. Since the purpose of the audit, make sure into financial statements, so, audit quality means financial statements audited being free from material misstatement. In fact, this definition emphasizes the results of the audit, the audited financial statements of reliable, and reflects high quality audit. This definition leads to the following question: "How are users to evaluate the amount of reliable the audited financial statement?" This definition of audit quality is based on the quality of audits conducted, since the reliability level of audited financial statement cannot be determined before play audit. Consequently, the Palmerose definition focuses on real audit quality. Titman and Trueman (1986)[52]. the audit quality is accuracy level of the information that is available to investors have been defined. This definition is similar to the Palmerose definition of audit quality. Davidson and Neu (1993) [15] defines audit quality, auditor’s ability to detect and report material misstatement of net income.

2.4. Prior Related Literature

Previous IT audit studies have focused primarily on specific aspects or characteristics of IT audit or assurance tasks. For example, recently authors have explored the IT proficiency of auditors and the importance of IT knowledge for assurance practitioners as one critical component of IT auditing [5, 20, 54, 33, 4, and 10]. Researchers have also used case studies of IT audits to identify potential concerns and improvement opportunities for IT audit [48]. Additionally, researchers have explored the potential impact of group dynamics and group support systems [5, 40, and 41]. Additional research related to IT audit has investigated the impact that IT has on financial audit, internal controls, or other projects. Examples include work that investigates the changing role of IS audit and auditors in US accounting firms [3, 42]; the effect of internal control reliability on IT audit hours and fees [12]; the effect of IT on auditor detection of misstatements [36] and the general implementation of technology for auditing [16, 10, 17].

Recent work by Merhout and Havelka toward developing a theory for the IT audit process utilized group data gathering techniques with IT audit practitioners, internal and external, to create a framework of logical factors related to IT audit quality. They identified a large (over 260) set of attributes (referred to as factors by Merhout and Havelka) that were suggested by practitioners as “critical” to the IT audit process. While they logically categorize the attributes identified, Merhout and Havelka do not provide any empirical evidence to support their framework or to evaluate the importance of the attributes or the categories they suggest [22, 37,24].

There are two primary works which review the literature
and identify measurable attributes:

First, Schroeder, Solomon and Vickrey (1986) surveyed audit committee chairs and audit partners on 15 specific “factors” of audit quality from prior research and identified eight of these as having a strong or very strong impact on audit quality, including executive involvement, planning/conduct field work, communication to management, independence, technical competence, team experience, quality control, and communication to audit committee [47].

Second, the approach of Carcello et al. (1992) extended Schroeder et al. in that they developed a broader survey of audit quality attributes and administered the survey to a combination of external audit, internal audit, and business professionals. Using a factor analysis technique, Carcello et al. identified 12 factors overall, including four primary factors: client experience, industry experience, responsiveness to client needs, and compliance with GAAS [6].

An alternative approach used to identify audit quality factors is through direct solicitation from audit professionals using interviews and group-based approaches. The primary work in this area is by Sutton and Lampe, One of the unique benefits of this approach is the potential detail and rich data set developed. These studies identified 19 specific attributes. Examples of the attributes identified by Sutton and Lampe's studies include audit team expertise, audit timing requirements, audit manager involvement, and prior notes and work papers [50, 51, and 31].

Catanach & walker (1999) introduced a model that illustrates the audit quality is functions of two main audit quality factors related to audit performance. These factors include: the abilities of the auditor (including knowledge, experience, ability to adapt and technical efficiency) and professional (including independence, objectivity, professional care, conflict of interest and judgment). In addition to the performance features, their model includes the effect of economic incentives (such fee, costs, performance, legal claims and consulting services), market structure (including competition, industry concentration and economies in scale) and audit mechanisms, legislation and employment status [8].

On the other hand of 1981 to now, several studies conducted in other countries in the field of audit quality, a fundamental problem in audit quality definition is differentiation between audit quality and auditor quality. Audit quality is simply not possible to measure and the actual quality of audit is invisible and it can only be assessed after performing audits, Palmrose For example, in 1988, to measure actual quality is used the amount of lawsuits against auditors [21].

Persso & svanstrom (2011) in his thesis entitled Factors affecting audit quality; studies have indicated that the mission of the auditor and the auditor's age, does not matter in audit quality [44].

Zureigat (2011) in a research entitled the impact of ownership structure on audit quality after studies have concluded result show that There is a relation between audit quality and construction companies by institutional ownership or foreign ownership are governed, and ownership concentration have a negatively non-significant relation with audit quality and also institutional and foreign owners are willing to hire high-quality auditors[56].

Makni & e.t.al.(2012) in study entitled the impact of corporate governance mechanisms on audit quality after studies showed that the size of the board, the separation of the chairman of the board, CEO, percentage of the majority owners have a positive impact on the demand for high-quality audit and percentage of the Institutional investors and size of the entity have a negative effect on the demand for audit quality. also exist ane non-duty members of the board, chairman of the board and the amount owed by the entity has no effect on the selection of quality auditors[35].

Stoel et al.(2012)in study began examines the factors influencing the quality of IT audit, after studies and using questionnaires that distributed among accountants, auditors and IT Audit Creators (accounting software), the factors such as, independent, Having knowledge of accounting and auditing skills, knowledge of business processes, accountability, audit frameworks and procedures, business standards and scope of the audit, auditability, audit experience than the entity's IT awareness and control, planning and operations, access to resources associated with the entity and the business environment as factors affecting audit quality IT identified[49].

Merhout & Havelha (2013) in a study whit titled internal IT audit process quality, were located 26 aspect of internal IT audit quality in 6 Floor, Audit organization, Corporate entity environment, process and procedure, system or objectives process and Audit staff[23] langari (2002) scale of measure the actual quality factor has considered compliance of fifteen audit quality control in audits Audit organization[32].

Mojtahedzade and aghaei (2004) in a thesis entitled “Factors affecting the visual quality independent audit by independent auditors and users”, using the auditing literature, accepted auditing standards, statements and terms of environmental, factors affecting Quality audit be identified. The study population consisted of two groups of users of audit services, including management (senior experts) investment companies and executives (senior experts) credit department and independent auditors, including auditing partners, senior managers and technical managers of the audit. The findings of the study indicate that factors such as tenure, industry expertise, complete audit on time budget, employer reputation, audit fee, audit managers and partners to monitor the quality of the audit work performed influence on the independent audit[38].

Jafari (2006) investigated the factors affecting the audit quality auditors paid member of certified public accountants audit. He with gathering questionnaire data and test His hypothesis show that a meaningful relationship among the factors affecting the competence of auditors and auditor independence and audit quality. Secondly investigator with documents, audit reports and 167number of stock company financial statements between 2001 till 2003 concluded that formal audits of auditor and report the discovery of a material misstatement of the financial statements is not
effectiveness [26].

Zangiabadi (2014) in his dissertation examines the factors influencing the quality of IT audit began after studies and using questionnaires that distributed between CPAs practitioner in audit organization and auditing institute, And results show that from the view of CPAs working in the audit and the audit, independence, knowledge and skills in accounting, auditing, business process knowledge, properly accountability of audit team and the audit process, audit criteria and scope of business, auditability, audit experience to the entity's IT awareness and control, planning and operations, access to resources associated with the entity and the business environment, affects IT audit quality[55].

3. Research Hypotheses

These assumptions of this study According to discussion are provided in previous sections as follows:

First hypothesis: proper accountability audit team members are affected on IT audit quality.

Second hypothesis: the existence of proper framework and audit procedures is affected on IT audit quality.

Third hypothesis: business criteria and audit scope is affected on IT audit quality.

Fourth hypothesis: the auditability of entity is affected on IT audit quality.

Hypothesis V: Planning and implementing effective audit is affected on IT audit quality.

Hypothesis VI: Access to entity resource is affected on IT audit quality.

Hypothesis VII: associated with entity is affected on IT audit quality.

Hypothesis VIII: business environment is affected on IT audit quality.

4. Methodology

This research is applied studies in terms of purpose. Applied research is research that are developed theories, regulation, principles and techniques that in basic research and applies to solve real and executive problems. And this research is causal- descriptive in the nature and content. In other words, this study analyzes the now status and to describe the current situation regularly and systematically and examines the characteristics and attributes and necessary to examines the relationship between the variables. Casual studies are applied studies in terms of purpose and their results usually are used to prevent the recurrence of adverse events, and development of appropriate events [28].

4.1. Data Collection Methods

There are several methods of data collection. In a study may be used of several methods to collect information. In this study are used of literature methods to literature review, in this method was studied literature and sources used in the research of their products. It also examines the views of CPAs are used of standard questionnaire with a Likert five options that have the validity previously been used to test and its reliability is 89 percent. Into analysis obtained data are used of descriptive statistics and inferential statistics. Data analysis After collecting and organizing data, that valuation is based on the Likert scale and tests has been done to determine the T-Student, the data transfer to a PC using, SPSS and Minitab.

4.2. Research Community

The first step in sampling is to define the target population. The participants in the study or in the other hand, statistical community, is CPAs working in the auditing organization and auditing institute, argument of choose CPAs into statistical population is they having a long professional experience, college education, and most importantly, it is possible for auditors to used audit software in audit process.

4.3. Research Sample

In the present study, non-probability purposive sampling method are used to distribute questionnaires and have been trying representative sample of the community. The sample size is calculated from formula kokran as follows [28]:

\[ n = \frac{Nz_{\alpha/2}^2pq}{Nd^2 + z_{\alpha/2}^2pq} \]

In this formula N is the population size and n is the sample size in each sector.

Other components of the formula are as follows:

d: absolute error is equal to 0.1 is considered.

p: ratio of 0.5 is considered to be the maximum size.

q = 1-p: Here's a 0.5.

\[ z_{\alpha/2} \] : Percentile \( (1 - \alpha/2) \times 100 \) of the standard normal distribution where the 96/1 is the ninety-fifth percentile of the standard normal distribution.

According to the above formula the sample size of 89 patients for auditors which is calculated as follows:

\[ n = \frac{1255 \times (1/96)^2 \times 0/25}{1255 \times (0/1)^2 + (1/96)^2 \times 0/25} = 89 \]

5. Research Findings

First hypothesis: proper accountability of audit team members is affected on IT audit quality.

In follow-up hypotheses testing looking into explaining the effect proper accountability of audit team members on IT audit quality. T-statistics of the hypothesis is equal to -5.708 and a significance level equal to 0.000, which indicates that the null hypothesis i.e. no effect proper accountability of audit team members on IT audit quality rejected and can be adopted against hypotheses That show, proper accountability of audit team members is affecting on IT audit quality.
Second hypothesis: existence of proper framework and audit procedures is affected on IT audit quality.

In follow-up hypotheses testing looking into explaining the effect existence of proper framework and audit procedures on IT audit quality, T-statistics of the hypothesis is equal to -14.39 and a significance level equal to 0.000. Which indicates the null hypothesis, i.e. there is no effect existence of proper framework and audit procedures on IT audit quality, rejected and can be adopted against hypotheses that show, existence of proper framework and audit procedures on IT audit quality.

Third hypothesis: framework and audit procedure is affected on IT audit quality.

In follow-up hypotheses testing looking into explaining the framework and audit procedure on IT audit quality, T-statistics of the hypothesis is equal to -4.06 and a significance level equal to 0.000, which indicates that the null hypothesis i.e. no effect framework and audit procedure on IT audit quality, rejected and can be adopted against hypotheses That show, framework and audit procedure is affected on IT audit quality.

Fourth hypothesis: the auditability of entity is affected on IT audit quality.

In follow-up hypotheses testing looking into explaining the effect the auditability of entity on IT audit quality, T-statistics of the hypothesis is equal to -13.68 and a significance level equal to 0.000, which indicates that the null hypothesis i.e. no effect the auditability of entity on IT audit quality, rejected and can be adopted against hypotheses That show, the auditability of entity is affected on IT audit quality.

Fifth Hypothesis: Planning and implementing effective audit is affected on IT audit quality.

In follow-up hypotheses testing looking into explaining the Planning and implementing effective audit on IT audit quality, T-statistics of the hypothesis is equal to -14.46 and a significance level equal to 0.000, which indicates that the null hypothesis i.e. no effect Planning and implementing effective audit on IT audit quality, rejected and can be adopted against hypotheses That show, Planning and implementing effective audit is affected on IT audit quality.

Sixth Hypothesis: Access to entity resource is affected on IT audit quality.

In follow-up hypotheses testing looking into explaining the effect Access to entity resource on IT audit quality, T-statistics of the hypothesis is equal to -5.708 and a significance level equal to 0.000, which indicates that the null hypothesis i.e. no effect : Access to entity resource is affected on IT audit quality, rejected and can be adopted against hypotheses That show, Access to entity resource is affected on IT audit quality.

Seventh Hypothesis: communication with entity is affected on IT audit quality.

In follow-up hypotheses testing looking into explaining the effect communication with entity on IT audit quality, T-statistics of the hypothesis is equal to -10.74 and a significance level equal to 0.000, which indicates that the null hypothesis i.e. no effect communication with entity on IT audit quality, rejected and can be adopted against hypotheses That show, communication with entity is affected on IT audit quality.

Eighth Hypothesis: business environment is affected on IT audit quality.

In follow-up hypotheses testing looking into explaining the effect business environment on IT audit quality, T-statistics of the hypothesis is equal to -10.95 and a significance level equal to 0.000, which indicates that the null hypothesis i.e. no effect business environment on IT audit quality, rejected and can be adopted against hypotheses That show, business environment is affected on IT audit quality.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

Growth of information technology has taken Beam in all aspects of human society.

Human need, interest in using new technologies emerged as a dominant factor organizations and has forcing them to keep
pace with the condition. Because the need and necessity is the main factor in the development of information technology in today's world, this important, techniques and ways of doing things have changed and have been change from paper-based systems to electronic information systems and software. Accounting and auditing profession, perhaps more than other areas of financial knowledge and resources to enjoy the new environment and at risk. New space for recording and reporting of information has created much of the efficiency and effectiveness of this practice. And requires the use of IT audit is felt more than ever. Therefore, in this study, are followed to explore the factors affecting information technology audit quality. According to the first hypothesis, responding to the needs of the entity's audit team and work with it and complete the audit process in management framework, which creates a desire for better auditing. Results this hypothesis with other studies, such as research Carcello et. al. 1992; Behn et al. 1997, Chen et al. 2001; Samelson et al.2006; Schroeder et. Al, 1986 and Stoel et al. 2012 are aligned. According to the second hypothesis, methods, procedures, forms and other tools and complete audit can assist auditors in performing quality audit work. The results of this research hypothesis with other studies, such as research, Carcello et. al. 1992; Samelson et al. 2006; Behn, et al. 1997; O'Donnell et al. 2000; Stoel et al.2012, are aligned. According to the third hypothesis, considering the criteria of any business entity and determine the audit scope properly to carry out helps audit work to performed quality. The results of the research hypothesis with other studies, such as research, Carcello et. al. 1992; behn, et al. 1997; Schroeder, & et. Al, 1986 and Stoel et al.2012 are aligned. The fourth hypothesis suggests that, according to the auditability of the audited entity before accepting the job can be done in an audit work quality and be effective. The results of this research hypothesis with other studies, such as research, Carcello et. al. 1992; behn, et al. 1997; Schroeder et. Al, 1986 and Stoel et al.2012 are aligned. The fifth hypothesis suggests that to perform any work must have an accurate budgeting and accomplishment audit operating favorably. The results of the research hypothesis with other studies, such as research, Carcello et. al. 1992; behn, et al. 1997; Schroeder et. Al, 1986 and Stoel et al. 2012 are aligned. The sixth hypothesis suggests that auditors should accept and perform the audit to quality should consider available to entity reliable resources, the results of this hypothesis with other studies, such as research, Carcello et. al. 1992; behn, et al. 1997; Schroeder,& et. Al, 1986 and Stoel et al. 2012 are aligned. The seventh hypothesis suggests that a communication with a communicated audited entity case to better recognition auditor into condition and character of that entity and auditors can be detection misstatement in financial statement and enjoyment her performance of high quality. The results of the research hypothesis with other studies, such as research, Carcello et. al. 1992; behn, et al. 1997; Schroeder et. al, 1986. Stoel et al.2012; mojtahedzadeh and aghaei, 1383, is aligned. The eighth hypothesis suggests that one of factors affecting on IT audit quality, is business environment, entity activities and risks, which can be to mystification for auditors in condition auditors haven't enough know. But in condition that auditors have sufficient knowledge, it may be help the entity's auditors in order to improvement the quality of audit work. The results of the research hypothesis with other studies, such as research, Carcello et. al 1992; behn, et al, 1997; Schroeder et. Al, 1986 and Stoel et al, 2012 are aligned.
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